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Summary y 

Introduction n 
Thee notion of brand image is a key interest for advertisers and brand managers. 
Withh the growing awareness that it is not only the financial side of brand sales that 
needss to be managed, but also the consumers' relation and feelings with the 
brand,, advertisers get more and more focussed on the creation and maintenance 
off a favorable brand image. And with that comes the tracking of it. Advertisers 
havee a need for information that shows them how their brands are perceived by 
thee consumers and how these perceptions relate or differ to those of competitive 
brands,, in order to adjust or continue brand communication strategies and brand 
developments.. Market research agencies recognize this need and make a good 
partt of their profit out of conducting brand image related research. Brand image 
researchh is conducted all over the world by order of companies of all sizes, and 
involvess huge amounts of money. 

Inn attempts to share in the profit new market research agencies and new methods 
frequentlyy enter the market. And with the rise of competition between research 
agenciess comes the need to distinguish. Each market agency needs to develop 
measurementt methods that uniquely distinguish from those of competitors. Well 
overr 70 different methods are available within The Netherlands only. In recent 
years,, brand image measurements have become fancier and more creative, for one 
obviouss reason in order to more effectively capture consumer knowledge, yet 
evenlyy so as a mean of attracting advertisers and to distinguish from competitors. 
Forr example, measurements are offered to the market wherein brands are rated as 
beingg either introvert or extravert, or metaphorically imagined as being a planet 
withinn a universe. With these approaches, the question rises to what extent these 
methodss still relate to the consumers' world of thought and actually capture con-
sumerr knowledge. Or do they drift away from the consumer and loose contact 
withh the consumers' perceptions and knowledge of the brand. Nowadays measure-
mentss seem in first instance to be developed based on all kinds of seemingly 
relatedd theories, derived from scientific disciplines like psychology and sociology. 
Ass a result, instead of focussing on the consumer, the central focus is directed to 
thee instrument itself, as the validity and applicability of its underlying theory is 
takenn for granted. Based on whatever theory underlies the measurement, percep-
tionss can be more or less imposed upon respondents by the method, as they are 
askedd to comply with the measurement instead of the other way round. 

Noww it must be acknowledged that for some brands these more creative 
approachess may work out fine. Particular brands have a history of communication 
inn abstract terms like, for example, personality or values. Brands like Benetton, 
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Nike,, Mar lboro, and Mercedes can imaginably be pictured in an abstract, symbolic 

way.. However, it is str iking that f rom the thousands of brands existing in the wor ld 

onlyy a handfu l set the example when it comes t o showing the applicabil i ty or valid* 

ityy of measurement methods. Unfortunately, presenting these as example serves a 

falsee legi t imizat ion of the methods' validity for all those other brands that are not 

orr not yet at the same level of abstraction. Fed by (popular) l i terature on brand 

managementt and advertising, brand managers who are not ful ly aware of the 

statee of the art of brand image measurement might get the impression that brands 

needd to have, for example, a personality or an expressive funct ion. And w i th that 

needd comes a next need to have that f ict ional image established using related 

measurements.. As such, brand image measurements become false legit imizat ion of 

goodd brand management in themselves, instead of reliable informat ion providers. 

Natural lyy wha t is fancy at the t ime should not lead brand image research, nor 

shouldd a restricted range of methods available f rom a specific research agency. In 

orderr t o obta ined in format ion accurately, an advertiser wou ld ideally want t o 

knoww which methods are best suitable f o r establishing his/her own brand, instead 

off for brands in general (or even only t he wor ld famous brands). When an adver-

tiserr is in need of in format ion on his/her brand perception by consumers the ques-

t i onn raises which research agency to approach and which available method to 

apply.. However, because each research method is the unique selling proposit ion of 

itss research agency, comparative studies tha t wou ld show which method is best to 

usee under wha t circumstances have never been conducted. Commercial research 

agenciess are for obvious reasons not very wi l l ing to have their methods critically 

evaluatedd by th i rd parties. As an independent party, academia could pick up the 

addressedd topic. 

Thee present study explores the nature o f brand representations and its establish-

ment,, and by tha t addresses the validity of presently applied methods. The main 

criticismm addressed is tha t a number of presently appl ied, standardized methods 

holdd assumptions on the presence of at t r ibutes that underlie brand representa-

t ionss in memory. However, before any statement on the validity of methods can be 

madee some sort of theoret ical foundat ion needs to be laid out. A first th ing tha t 

wee need t o know is wha t the possible attr ibutes are that can indeed underl ie 

brandd representations in memory. This wou ld give an idea of whether the 

'assumed'' at tr ibutes already make up the tota l collection of possible brand repre-

sentat ionn elements, or whether there are other, equally probable candidates that 

aree not yet recognized or neglected. Next it should be explored whether the pre-

sentat ionn of assumed attr ibutes embedded in measurements do have an impact on 

thee obta ined result of a measurement. If for one brand a similar result wou ld be 

obta inedd on any method, than apparently it wou ld not matter which method is 

chosen.. If there is a difference, however, the conclusion must be that it does mat-

terr which method to choose. For larger companies this might be a lesser problem 

thann for smaller companies, as the former might have more resources for conduct-

ingg research and can opt fo r more than one method. Companies w i th a restricted 

researchh budget do not have this freedom and can as such become quite depen-

dentt and bl inded by results obtained by one specific method. 
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Research h 

Theory y 
Thiss dissertation addresses brand representations in memory and their establish-
ment.. The main question addressed is: what are the constituents of the represen-
tationn of a brand in memory, and how is the activation of this representation influ-
encedd by factors embedded in research methods? In answering this main question 
thee dissertation is comprised of four parts. 

Firstly,, it is established by what a brand is stored in memory. The 'by what' question 
leadss to a search for all types of associations that possibly underlie a brand in mem-
ory.. The dissertation starts off with a theoretical exploration into the types of asso-
ciationss that are believed to represent brands in memory. As the result of a thor-
oughh literature review the Inventory of Brand Representation Attributes (IBRA) is 
presented.. The IBRA covers all association types, defined as attributes, which are 
assumedd to play a role in the memory representation of brands. The IBRA covers a 
totall of 57 specific attributes, which relate to ten main types. Firstly, two main 
groupss of product-related attributes are identified, being product characteristics 
andd product usage attributes. Secondly, six main groups of brand-related attrib-
utess are included, being brand identifiers, price & quality, brand personification, 
market,, organization, and advertising. Finally, two main groups of consumer-
relatedd attribute groups are distinguished, covering attitude & purchase behavior 
attributes,, and personal references. The attributes listed in the IBRA serve as start-
ingg point for research on brand representations. 

Thee second part concerns the question how a brand is represented in memory. The 
'how'' question asks for a cognitive-psychological approach to the storage of 
knowledgee in memory. Cognitive theories on the representation of knowledge in 
generall are explored. Historical developments in memory theories lead up to a 
recentt theory on the organization of knowledge in memory, called frame theory. 
Inn short, following this theory the representation of a brand is conceptualized as a 
sett of attributes, organized within a so-called frame. The actual set of attributes 
thatt make up the content of a frame, and the relative importance of attributes 
withinn the frame, is flexible. Depending on activation cues and on the context in 
whichh the concept is perceived,, a brand representation becomes manifest. 

Thee third part concerns the actual activation and establishment of a brand repre-
sentation.. One of the main criticisms on presently applied methods is that most of 
themm hold assumptions on the types of attributes that underlie brand representa-
tionss in memory. Especially standardized measures do not take an open approach 
too the establishment of what types of attributes underlie the memory representa-
tionn of a specific brand, but a more narrow, closed approach by presenting respon-
dentss with cues that reflect certain presupposed attributes. This practice can have 
threee consequences. Firstly, the assumption is right and there is no reason to worry 
aboutt the validity of the results. The knowledge activation cues in the method 
realisticallyy reflect stored memories and match respondents' brand representation. 
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Secondly,, the brand is not primarily represented in memory by the assumed attrib-
utes,, although they do play part. The method cues do activate stored information, 
yett this information is not the core of the brand representation. There are other, 
moree relevant attributes that are missed out by the method. Thirdly, the represen-
tationn of the brand in memory is not at all based on the assumed attributes, and 
evenn if respondents do react to the cues provided by the method, the results do 
nott reflect actual stored memories. In the latter case, one can doubt the validity of 
thee results, for if the research method does yield responses from consumers, these 
responsess may only reflect respondents' willingness to comply with the method 
demandss instead of reflect the actual state of the brand representation. 

Iff the criticism on standardized methods is that they only focus on and cue a subset 
off attributes, the implication would be that each method would yield a unique 
imagee for a particular brand. And with that, the advertiser would come to differ-
entt brand strategies, depending on the method with which consumer insights have 
beenn obtained. To explore this, ideally all different methods are researched and 
comparedd simultaneously. This thesis, however, takes an open approach to brand 
representationn measurement by starting from scratch. The basic idea is that 
respondentss should not be restricted in their activation process during the estab-
lishmentt of their personal brand representation. So cues that are provided must 
nott reflect presupposed attributes, but be as unobtrusive as possible. The focus is 
onn identifying which attributes underlie the representation of the brand under 
study.. Once it is known by which attributes the brand is represented, more in-
depth,, and even standardized methods can be applied that explore these repre-
sentativess in more detail. In the present studies, the effect of providing cues in 
generall is explored, in particular the difference between presenting a minimal ver-
suss a maximal number of cues on a resulting brand image is established. The gen-
erall idea behind this approach is that, if there is a difference between the images 
resultingg from providing either few cues or a multitude of cues, any combination 
withinn this range will generate a specific result. It is expected that more concrete, 
product-relatedd attributes will result when few cues are provided, whereas more 
abstract,, symbolic attributes will result when respondents are presented with a 
multitudee of cues in evaluating a brand. 

Inn addition to cue dependency, frame theory further explicitly states that the acti-
vationn of concepts is context-dependent. This notion is also addressed in the thesis, 
becausee if this were also true for brand representations, it would have implications 
forr the measurement of brand images. The present research distinguishes between 
aa neutral evaluation context and a purchase-related evaluation context. If there is 
noo difference in resulting brand images between these contexts, than it would 
implyy that it does not matter to consider under what circumstances respondents 
evaluatee brands. However, it there is a difference, brand image research should 
takee this into account. 

Anotherr interest in the dissertation relates to a common, yet too often unrecog-
nizedd assumption in the practice of market research. Until now the discussion has 
beenn that in researching one single brand, standardized measurement methods 
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assumee certain attributes to underlie its memory representation. Now in present 
practice,, a brand is often not researched in isolation, but simultaneously with 
other,, competitive brands. So now the criticism stated above not only applies to 
eachh of the brands under study, but there is another, bigger assumption. Namely 
thee assumption that all brands under study are to an equal degree represented by 
thee attributes embedded in the method. If this assumption holds than all brands 
underr study can be established in a similar way (apart from the question if the 
methodd is at all suitable for the product under study). If, however, this assumption 
doess not hold, and brands do differ with respect to the types of attributes that 
underliee them, it may well be that the method applies to none or only some of the 
brandss under study, and not to others. In a way, the brands on which the method 
doess apply will benefit from the method as these are represented by the attributes 
evokedd by the method, whereas the other brands will have a disadvantage, as they 
aree not represented by these attributes. The results that are gathered will as such 
bee biased. Before this last implication of biased data gathering can be empirically 
explored,, however, first it needs to be shown that brands within a similar product 
categoryy can indeed differ with respect to the attributes that underlie their repre-
sentation.. This is referred to as brand representation structure differences. This dis-
sertationn also addresses that topic. 

Thee last point addressed in this thesis considers not only the evaluation of brands 
inn terms of types of attributes that underlie their representation, but takes into 
accountt the evaluation of these attributes in terms of favorability and relevance. It 
cann be expected that certain responses that respondents list may be more favor-
ablee in evaluating the brand than others. Equally, some responses might be consid-
eredd of more relevance in evaluating the brand than others, according to the 
respondent.. Looking at the evaluation of brands from this perspective raises the 
questionn of how the evaluation of brands relates to brand attitude and purchase 
intention.. It is expected that certain types of attributes may underlie a favorable 
attitudee towards a brand, and with that a positive purchase intention. Moreover, it 
iss expected that favorably and relevantly evaluated responses also positively relate 
too brand attitude and purchase intention. 

Inn the fourth part of the dissertation, the memory representations of a number of 
brandss are empirically explored in two studies. Goal of these studies is to show the 
influencee of the measurement factors activation cues and activation context on the 
resultt of a brand representation establishment. Another goal is to show that, when 
brandss from a similar product category are researched, their representation struc-
turee may differ, which has implications for the comparison of these brands on stan-
dardizedd methods. A final goal is to relate the structure of brand representations 
andd the evaluation of responses to brand attitude and purchase intention scores. 

Methods s 
Inn two empirical studies, two different methods are applied to establish brand rep-
resentationss in memory from a start from scratch, open-minded perspective. Both 
methodss ask respondents to evaluate a given brand. The first method is a minimal 
cuee method. The method only presents one cue to respondents, being the brand 
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name.. Respondents are asked to list ail thoughts that occur when the cue is pre-
sented.. This method is referred to as the free association method. It is the least 
obtrusivee method, yet it may loose out on getting to information that is hard to 
verbalizee for respondents. Therefore, the second method presents multiple cues. 
Thee IBRA lists the most probable attributes that underlie brand representations in 
memory.. Cueing all these has the advantage of activating also the more abstract, 
symbolicc attributes, and at the same time faces the criticism of activating only pre-
supposedd attributes. The method informs respondents on all types of attributes 
theyy might possibly relate to the brand. This method is referred to as the informed 
associationn method. In the informed association method, respondents are asked to 
listt thoughts on a range of cues. After having done that, chances are that all stored 
attributess are activated to a certain degree, including those that would not be acti-
vatedd by free association. Then respondents are asked to select those attributes 
thatt to their opinion describe the brand at best. With the application of these two 
differentt methods, each on an extreme side with respect to the number of cues 
provided,, the objective is first to obtain an unbiased insight in what kind of attrib-
utess underlie brand representations in memory. A second objective is to show that 
differentt brand representation manifestations result from the different methods, 
referredd to as the cue effect. If support for a cue effect is found than this result can 
bee taken as indicator for the notion that for each method that presents a certain 
cuee within the range of possible cues, a method-specific result is obtained. 

Firstt study 
Inn the first empirical study the proposed methodology was applied to the Dutch 
beerr brands Heineken and Grolsch. Using free association and informed associa-
tion,, brand evaluations were gathered from 53 respondents. Comparing the 
resultss of both methods showed that there is indeed a cue effect. For Heineken 
andd Grolsch respectively 8.5% and 10.0% more concrete attributes resulted from 
freee association compared to informed association. This multitude of concrete 
associationss related to the even lack of abstract attributes on the free association 
method,, as compared to informed association. Especially the percentage of brand 
personificationn attributes differed significantly over both methods {increasing 
fromm 8.6% to 15.3% for Heineken and from 11.9% to 24.1% for Grolsch). With 
respectt to brand representation structure differences, the results showed that the 
frequencyy of free association responses differed significantly between the two 
brandss on six main attribute groups. More product usage, market, and organiza-
tionn attributes resulted on Heineken compared to Grolsch. Likewise, significantly 
moree brand identifiers, brand personification, and brand attitude attributes 
resultedd on Grolsch compared to Heineken. Looking at the data obtained by 
informedd association, only on one specific attribute group, brand personification, 
thee difference over brands was substantial. More brand personification attributes 
weree selected for Grolsch (24.1%) compared to Heineken (15.3%). Apart from the 
conclusionn that there are indeed differences between the brands, another conclu-
sionn is that these brand representation structure differences are more apparent 
whenn established by free association compared to informed association. 
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Secondd s t u d y 

Inn a second study twelve brands f rom four d i f ferent product categories were exam-

ined,, in order t o generalize the f indings obta ined on the beer brands. The study 

includedd three brands f rom the product categories coffee (Van Nelle, Kanis & 

Gunnink,, Max Havelaar), detergents {Persil, Omo, Ariel), TV sets (Philips, Sony, 

Grundig),, and automobiles (Volvo, BMW, Nissan). Approximately 30 respondents 

evaluatedd each brand. In to ta l 368 respondents f rom all over The Netherlands 

formedd the sample. In addi t ion to the cue effect and the brand representation 

structuree differences, three fur ther research questions were explored in this study. 

Thee first one relates to the not ion of context. The study set out to show that dif-

ferentt manifestations of a brand representation result f rom di f ferent contexts, 

because,, by direct ing the activation process to a certain context, specific attr ibutes 

gett more activated than others do. Specifically, the contexts included in this study 

weree a neutral, unspecified context, and a context of product purchase. Both the 

freee association and the informed association method were f ramed in a neutral 

contextt and a purchase context. The second added question related to the evalua-

t ionn of responses. According to the l i terature, attr ibutes are said t o hold a certain 

degreee of favorabil i ty, uniqueness and strength. In this dissertation the degree of 

relevancee that an at t r ibute has to the image of the brand is added to these three 

features.. As these features yield important and interesting in format ion, in 

researchingg brand representations ideally they are taken into account. Wi th 

respectt t o the managerial relevance of conducting brand representation research, 

nextt t o listing all attr ibutes that underlie the representation of a brand, the inter-

estt is in ident i fy ing those attr ibutes that are considered either negative or positive, 

andd at the same t ime of relevance to the brand. In the second study the respon-

dentss rated the relevance (unimportant, neutral, important) and favorabi l i ty (neg-

ative,, neutral , positive) of each of the obtained response obtained f rom free asso-

ciationn method. On informed association, only the favorabi l i ty of responses was 

directlyy rated (relevance was derived f rom the selection of attr ibutes). The th i rd 

addedd question related to the prediction of a t t i tude and purchase intent ion scores 

f romm the structure of brand representations and response evaluations. In many 

researchh methods, only the attr ibutes that consumers relate t o brands are estab-

lished.. However, the evaluation in terms of favorabi l i ty of these attr ibutes t o the 

brandd is less commonly established. One interesting th ing to explore is how scores 

onn brand at t i tude and purchase intent ion can be predicted f rom the actual pres-

encee of certain attr ibutes, as also f rom the evaluation of these. 

Resultss showed again that there was a cue effect. In general, w i th in a neutral con-

textt less product-related attr ibutes resulted f rom informed association compared 

t oo free association. In contrast, more abstract, brand personif ication attr ibutes 

resultedd f rom informed association, compared to free association. A l though this 

secondd result was statistically significant, it was less strong than the first. Wi th in a 

purchasee context it was hypothesized that again less concrete, product-related 

attr ibutess wou ld result f rom informed association compared to free association. 

Thiss expectation was again supported by the data. Next it was expected that more 

pricee & quali ty attr ibutes wou ld result f rom informed association compared to free 

association.. This hypothesis was also supported. W i th respect t o the context effect, 
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supportt was only found in the free association data. All brands but the detergent 
brandss showed significant differences in the types of attributes that were elicited. 
Lookingg at the response distributions over the main attribute groups, less product 
usagee attributes resulted from evaluations within a purchase context compared to 
aa neutral context. More attributes related to price & quality and attitude & pur-
chasee behavior resulted from a purchase context compared to a neutral context. 
Thee evaluation of responses promised to yield additional information to frequency 
off occurrence. The results showed that, although responses can be frequent, this 
doess not automatically imply that these are at the same time providing favorabil-
ityy to the brand. The other way round, it also occurred that certain attributes were 
nott often mentioned, yet rated positively and as such yield favorability to the 
brand.. It was also shown that providing an explicit evaluation context not only 
influencess the occurrence of attributes but also their evaluation. These findings 
indicatee that there is a subtle balance between the presence of attributes on the 
onee hand, and the evaluation of attributes on the other. When the prediction of 
brandd attitude and purchase intention scores was considered, the results surpris-
inglyy showed that there is no relationship between the absence or presence of 
attributess (i.e. the structure of a brand representation) and brand attitude nor pur-
chasee intention. However, scores on these variables could reasonably well be pre-
dictedd from the mere evaluation of attributes. Apparently, both brand attitude 
andd purchase intention have more to do with the simple trade-off between nega-
tivee and positive evaluation of attributes than with the 'amount' of associations 
onee has with a brand. Finally, looking at brand representation structure differ-
ences,, it appeared again that product-related brands differ from each other when 
brandd evaluative responses are gathered by either free association or informed 
association.. Within the groups of product explored in the study the coffee and 
automobilee brands seemed particularly different with respect to their brand repre-
sentationn structures. Detergent brands did not show any differences in brand rep-
resentationn structure at all. Apparently detergent brands are quite generic. TV set 
brandss only showed a marginal yet significant difference in a neutral context. This 
differencee disappeared when evaluations were made within a purchase context. 
Additionally,, by including the evaluation of response the results showed that, 
althoughh brands may be represented to equal degree by certain attributes (and 
hencee do not differentiate on this ground), the evaluation of this part of the rep-
resentationn might be a differentiating factor. So when, for example, the aim of a 
studyy is to compare the uniqueness of product-related brands, the evaluation of 
responsess needs to be taken into account. 

Conclusion n 
Brandd representations in memory are terribly complex. This might not exactly be 
ann earthshaking new conclusion from this research, yet it is once more confirmed 
byy looking at all the attributes that are listed in the IBRA. At this moment, the IBRA 
seemss to be the most exhaustive overview of brand attributes in the literature on 
brands,, and as such is a valuable and tangible result of this research. It also illus-
tratess that there are far more attributes that possibly underlie the representation 
off everyday life brands than contemporary brand image research methods can and 
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doo capture. It gives a first indication that focussing on some attributes in research 
impliess the possibility that other, possibly equally or more relevant attributes are 
missedd out on by the research method. 

Thee main conclusion of this research is that the establishment of brand representa-
tions,, or the measurement of brand images, is clearly under influence of method 
characteristics.. When results are obtained from measurements (i.e. from research 
agencies),, an advertiser needs to realize that this result is just one way of looking 
att the brand. The method that has obtained the result has had its influence on the 
respondents'' knowledge activation processes by the cues that were provided and 
thee context in which the evaluations were made. A different image might have 
resultedd if a different method was employed. And as advertisers need to spend 
theirr research budgets wisely, it makes more sense to go after the method that 
mostt validly elicits the brand representation attributes, than going with the 
methodd that looks most fancy. Especially advertisers of low-involvement products 
needd to be wary of methods that make an interesting story on brands by relating 
themm to all kinds of symbolic issues, yet may in fact not realistically connect with 
thee consumers' world of thought. 

AA related conclusion is that, in comparative brand research (like positioning stud-
ies),, the advertiser should be aware that the competitive brands in the study could 
bee structurally different from his/her own. With that in mind, one should carefully 
interprett results of measurements. Pictured differences between brands might be 
reflectionss of actual different brand positions, yet might equally well just be 
ascribedd to the fact that the method only meets the consumers' brand perceptions 
forr a subset of the brands under study. Hence differences might also stem from the 
respondents'' different reactions to the different brands following the method's 
requirements. . 

Thee proposed methodology has the advantage over standardized methods that it 
iss an open approach towards establishing brand representations, without 
focussingg on certain attributes. The method leaves the respondent in charge of 
providingg evaluations, as unobtrusive as possible when employing the free associa-
tionn approach, and at the same time cued to the wide range of attributes when 
employingg the informed association method. In this way the structure of the brand 
representationn is established, or the types of attributes that make up the brand 
representation,, allowing the advertiser to get an idea of how his/her brand is per-
ceivedd by consumers. Furthermore, it has been identified that the evaluation of 
brandd evaluative response yields further useful information. An interesting finding 
fromm this research was that, when it comes to the prediction of brand attitude and 
purchasee intention scores, the mere presence or absence of attributes does not 
seemm to be a good predictor. Having respondents evaluate their brand evaluative 
responsess in terms of their favorability and relevance to the brand, however, seems 
too better predict brand attitude and purchase intention scores. The implication of 
thiss finding is that it does not suffice to establish the attributes that underlie brand 
representationss when data are used to predict attitudes and purchase intention 
(i.e.. in segmentation studies). In fact, it would be more useful to have respondents 
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evaluatee the different types of attributes, as these are more indicative of the eval-
uationn of the total brand perception and with that general attitudes and purchase 
intention. . 
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